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By Alberto
Hernandez-Barral
Associate professor in
the English Department, Dr.
Madeleine Youmans, died in
the Huntsville Hospital last
weekend as a result of fatal
head injures received from a
car wreck on interstate1-565
on Friday night, April 9.
Madeleine's dramatic and
sudden death has shocked
her family, friends, and a vast
number of students and fac
ulty who normally worked and
interacted with her. Dr.
Youmans was involved in a
number of activities at UAH
in the last few years.
The accident, where the
42 year-old Dr. Youmans lost
her life, was actually a con
sequence of a previous acci
dent that also occurred on I565 a couple of hours before.
Around 7:30 p.m. Friday
night, three police officers
and a Madison County
Sheriff's deputy chased a
2005 rented Lincoln occupied
by two men suspected of be
ing drug dealers, from Triana
Boulevard up to the inter
state. The car took the Madi
son exit and after a few sec
onds of deceleration, it turned
around and headed into on
coming traffic on 1-565 West

instead of quitting the run
away as police expected.
Shortly after that the Lincoln
frontally crashed into a
Chevy Tahoe driven by a
woman. She suffered non lifethreatening injuries, while the
passenger of the Lincoln
died upon impact and the
driver went to the hospital in
critical condition.
As a consequence of the
accident, 1-565 West became
a traffic jam and circulation
could not be entirely normal
ized by the time Madeleine
Youmans drove back home
around 9 p.m. The traffic flow
was interrupted, and drivers
had to slow down continu
ously. The car driven by
Madeleine was smashed
from its rear by a big SUV
coming behind her at high
speed. Dr. Youmans was en
trapped in her car and the
Huntsville Emergency Medi
cal Services (HEMSI) needed
considerable time to take her
out. She lost consciousness
moments after the impact.
One of her lungs had col
lapsed and the T-4 thoracic
vertebra was also broken. She
also suffered a strong con
cussion to her head. As a
consequence, her brain
started swelling and that ir
reversibly affected vital func
tions such as movement,

Above: Dr. Youmans among
friends
Left: Dr. Madeleine Youmans

cognition, and verbalization.
On Saturday morning, her
brain showed a very low level
of activity.
According to the police
report, a 19 year-old driver
and another person who was
13 years-old were traveling in
the SUV when they hit
Youmans' car. The youngest
had to be transferred to the
hospital. The driver of the
SUV is not going to be
charged with any crime,
though on Monday after
noon it was not clear if
charges will be placed against
the Lincoln's driver, who re
mains in the hospital.
Dr. Madeleine Youmans

was born in Washington
State and raised in Seattle.
She finished her bachelor,
BA, at Cornell University and
obtained a MA and a PhD
from the University of South
ern California. She joined
UAH in 1997 and was cur
rently an associate professor
in the English Department.
She was well-known and be
loved by foreign students,
since she taught several ESL
courses and particularly be
cause she was fully involved
in the International Cultural
Organization, being the advi
sor of this group since its
foundation four years ago.
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Race with Ace, Spring Fest 2005
By Sarah Perrin
We have changed the
clocks and brought out our
flip-flops, which can only
mean one thing. It is almost
time for Springfest! Each year
the Association for Campus
Entertainment, or ACE for
short, puts on numerous pro
grams to keep students en
tertained and not too stircrazy. Springfest is arguably
one of the most anticipated
events of the year. This year
is no exception and they have
tons of great things planned
Springfest 2005. One such
event is: Race with ACE!
However, students will notice
a few changes from past
years. Instead of focusing
funds on a lot of novelties
such as wax hands, key
chains, and old time photos,
ACE has directed a large por
tion of their funds to bring
ing in bands for the end of
the week. Have no fear
though, event shirts, snow
cones, cotton candy, and a
few surprises will still be

available at events.
Monday night kicks off
the week at a pace most of us
can handle, with the movie
Smokey and the Bandit. If
you have not seen this hilari
ous classic starring Burt
Reynolds and Sallie Fields
plan to attend this special
showing at 9 p.m. in the Uni
versity Center Exhibit Hall.
Tuesday guarantees to be
lots of fun with Segway races
on the University Centerlawn
from 11 a.m.- 3 p.m. and the
Stock Car Challenge in the
University Center Lobby.
Where else but at UAH are
you going to challenge your
friends to a race on a Segway?
That night make sure to stop
by the Exhibit Hall for the re
turn of Stevie Starr, the hu
man regurgitator. You will be
blown away watching this
man swallow and regurgitate
everything from gasoline to
goldfish to billiard balls.
Wednesday the fun con
tinues with more Segway
races and the Stock Car Chal
lenge. That night, come to the
PIxhibit Hall to watch The

Have Knots at 9 p.m. This
hysterical improvisation
group takes their cues from
the audience and will no
doubt have everybody in fits.
Thursday is a bit of a
breather with only the Stock
Car Challenge during the day
and a movie at night. Come
see Days of Thunder starring
Tom Cruise at 9 p.m. in the
Exhibit Hall.
On Friday, come celebrate
the end of the week with the
Caribbean Student Associa
tion at their annual Carnival
parade. This parade is like
nothing you have ever seen
before. Students get together
and dance through the cam
pus streets to traditional is
land music. Bright costumes
are worn by all and can be
made or borrowed from the
CSA. That night be sure to
come back to hear local gui
tarist Dave Anderson as he
opens for Better than Ezra.
You will no doubt remember
this band for their songs
"Good" and "Desperately
Wanting." Tickets are re
quired.

ACE saves the best
events for last and on Satur
day they will prove it to you
with two bands! That is right,
the Stewart Mayfield Project
will rock the house as they
open for the John Popper
Project featuring DJ Logic.
Weekend passes to the con
certs are available for $5 for
students or $10 for commu
nity members at the Univer
sity Center Information Desk.
They are also available for
$15 at the gate.
ACE would like to offer a
special thanks to Doug
Saunders, Joel Lonergan,
Ann Harper, and Debra
Raney for all their help in
making Springfest 2005 a
huge success. For more in
formation on ACE and their
upcoming events including
Exam Jam visit them on the
web at www.uah.edu/ACE.
For more information on how
you can be involved in the
Caribbean Student Associa
tion or the Carnival parade
visit them at www.uah.edu/
CSA.
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Nurses Host Pretend Hospital Event
By John Michael
Hampton

By Barbie Czura
When you hear the words Sigma Nu, what are the
first words that come to mind? "Great Parties"! It is
true they sure know how to throw a mean one... but
they are also known for truly giving back to their com
munity and being great leaders around our campus.
On Saturday, April 9 some of the brothers sacri
ficed their Saturday morning cartoons to help set up
for the annual March of Dimes Walk. The brothers
arrived at Research Park at S AIC at 7:00 am to help set
up for the event. Thanks to the March of Dimes for
allowing the Sigma Nu's to be a part of a worthwhile
cause.
Sigma Nu held an Alumni Luncheon at the Lowe
House on Saturday April 2. The event was an over
whelming success. The brothers would like to thank
all those who attended, especially Dr. Frank Franz,
Delois Smith, and Ray Pinner. They would also like to
extend a special thank you to faculty advisor Garrett
Parr for organizing the event.
The annual Sigma Nu Formal was held on Satur
day, April 9 in Nashville. This yearly event in Music
City USA was once again held at the Embassy Suites.
The night consisted of dinner and dancing, and a good
time was had by all.
Don't forget to look out for the annual Sigma Nu
Summer of Love Party that will be held on this Friday,
April 15. This yearly event is a celebration of the
warming weather and the nearing of the end of the
semester. Be sure to wear your favorite Hawaiian print
shirt, coconut bikini, or anything else that reminds
you of summer. Be on the lookout for signs and fliers
around campus, and be sure to see a brother for more
information on the party.
Announcement
The Delta Chi's will be having their annual formal,
the White Carnation Ball on Saturday, April 23.

Pretend Hospital viewed
several areas. They also got c
to tour an actual ambulance a
and watch a video about vis- £
iting the hospital. There were $
over 2700 students attending
|
this year's edition of Let's =

First grade students from
all over Madison County de
scended on the UAH College
of Nursing from April 1 thru
April 8. Their reason for be Pretend Hospital.
The safety room is where
|
ing at the school was to at
students
were
carried
to
leam
|
tend the annual event known
about
safety
rules.
Jessica
as Let's Pretend Hospital.
This event, held in partner Bailey, one of the volunteers
ship with Huntsville Hospi in the room, stated that stu
First grade students from Highlands Elementary School,
tal, had been attended by stu dents were being taught "bi under the direction of teacher Carmen Machen, attend
Let's Pretend Hospital 2005
dents here for over 20 years. cycle safety, stranger safety,
perience would be helpful to help students understand proseat
belts,
hand
washing,
and
Dave Denton, who works
future hospital patients here cedures like shots and tonsil
in University Relations for general safety." Samantha
surgery. Huntsville Hospital
UAH, explained Let's Pretend Campbell, another volunteer, in Alabama. "The kids draw
provided all the equipment for
Hospital. "It is a make be enjoyed "watching kids get a picture (on a card). That
Let's Pretend Hospital and
lieve hospital tour setting for excited and sing along (with card is attached to a pillow
assisted with script writing
and given to a group called
first grade students in Madi the safety rules)." Volunteer
and
updating for the entire
Sew Healing, who then give
son County. It helps them get Danielle Ledford added that
Let's
Pretend Hospital pre
over the fear of a hospital she really enjoyed running the pillows to sick children
sentation.
When asked what
visit. Children don't under the puppet show for the stu in the hospital."
a
Child
Life
Specialist does,
In the "Miss Molly"
stand (a lot of things going dents.
Michelle
Cooper
explained,
In the play room, students room, students interact with
on in the hospital), and they
"We
make
the
hospital
a nonwere encouraged to play and Michelle Cooper and Mel
are frightened. When they
threatening
atmosphere.
We
see (what being in a hospital draw as they listened to vol issa Lawson, two of the
make
it
fun
for
children,
and
is like), they know what to unteers who were portraying Child Life Specialists em
teach kids about procedures.
expect, and they get over that patients. Julie Neeham, one ployed by Huntsville Hospi
tal. They also meet Miss We also attend community
of the volunteers, explained
fear."
that part of the play room ex- Molly, a puppet designed to events, and help families with
Students attending Lets'
bereavement."
Melissa
Lawson added, "We teach
others about the hospital."
The x-ray and laboratory
rooms showed x-ray proce
dures and how blood is drawn
and sent to the laboratory.
The emergency room and op
erating room showed how
procedures are done in those
rooms. The patient room
showed students how a pa
tient room looks.
When asked what they
enjoyed most about the expe
rience, several of the volun
teers (all junior or senior stu
dents in the nursing program)
had responses. Sonya Long
replied, "It's wonderful. I love
working with kids. It was
nothing like we expected.'
Emily Thurber added,"It has
EE, Sophomore
Philosophy/English, Senior
really been fun. It is so great.
Melissa Schoggins stated, "I
"Bad idea. A weapon of mass dis
love being able to interact with
"I think we should get rid of Social
traction. Remember that whole war thing
Security all together. I'll deal with my
the kids."
we have going on "over there."
Let's Pretend Hospital was
retirement on my own and save my
a great way to raise awareness
money now. It's a mess."
of our nursing program here
at UAH while providing com
munity service. It combined
humor with illustrative dem
onstrations to show students
why a hospital was not some
thing to be afraid to enter
when they are sick. With their
job well done, both UAH and
Huntsville Hospital can feel
confident that their efforts
have been appreciated by all
the area schools who at
tended the Let's Pretend Hos

Simon Lindley

Do YOU HAVE AN
OPINION ABOUT THIS
WEEK'S ACROSS
THE CAMPUS?

Vote online
www.uahexponent.com

Christine Sargent
Biology/Psychology, Junior

"I don't understand how it would work
because if you start it now, the people
that havebeen putting money into the
system who are not recieving Social Se
curity yet will lose out."

Niko Bates

pital.
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UAH Library Hosts International Cultural Festival
By Sarah Perrin
Last Wednesday as
part of NationalLibrary Week,
UAH held its first ever Inter
national Cultural Festival.
The festival was designed to
bring not only UAH stu
dents, but also members of
the community together for a
fun event that would give all
a chance to explore each oth
ers' countries and heritage in
a relaxed and understanding
way. The idea was conceived
through the International
Cultural Association, Dr.
Belinda Ong, and Andrea
Ward. The event was held
from 11:00 a.m. to2:00 p.m. in
a second floor wing of the
Salmon Library and featured
sights and smells from around
the world. It was a huge suc

cess with several hundred
people in attendance. Admit
tance to the festival was $5
or an international covered
dish to share, with all pro
ceeds going towards the
United Way.
Upon entering the library,
lobby guests had the oppor
tunity to view outstanding
display boards pertaining to
a variety of different coun
tries and cultures. Many of
the boards also had an ac
companying display case
featuring indigenous art
pieces such as nesting dolls,
scrolls, and Pysanky eggs.
There were also many similar
displays set up around the
library designed to peak stu
dents' interests. Keeping
with the theme of this year's
National Library Week,

"Something for Everyone at
Your Library," school librar
ians have pulled correspond
ing books from the shelves
to place near the displays to
further tempt our curious
minds. Mital Modi, President
of the Indian Student Orga
nization and the International
Cultural Organization said,
"Through the display boards
of many countries students
can learn a lot form just a
quick look. It takes a while to
read a book, but display
boards are an easy way to
learn things." In addition, the
UAH English as a second
language (ESL) instructors
have put together adocumen
tary of our foreign students
and their experiences that is
available for viewing in the
library.

At the festival, there was
almost an overwhelming
amount of sights and smells
to take in. Around the perim
eter of the area, clubs and lo
cal cultural groups set up in
formational tables. Many of
fered demonstrations of their
country's native arts, as well
as free travel literature, and
sometimes a trinket to take
with you. Dressed in native
garb, all had interesting sto
ries and adventures to share;
some spoke no English and
required a translator. In the
center of the area there was a
tremendous buffet of foods
brought by sponsoring orga
nizations and festival pa
trons. When UAH students
were not helping out or per
forming, they spent much of
their time gathered at the

twenty some decorated
tables excitedly trying all the
new foods and enjoying the
entertainment. Performances
included a Dragon Dance,
various Japanese dances,
songs from around the world,
and WuShu, a martial art
sword dance. All were ex
traordinary.
The International Cultural
Festival would not have been
possible without the hard
work and dedication of the
many sponsors including the
American Library Associa
tion, the International Ser
vices Council of Huntsville,
the Huntsville International
Women's Club, the Huntsville
Chinese Association, the Ala
bama Hispanic Association,
the UAH International Cul
tural Organization, the UAH

Indian Students Organiza
tion, the UAH Spanish Club,
the UAH Office of Interna
tional Programs, the UAH
Black Students Association,
the UAH Foreign Languages
Department, the UAH French
Club, and the UAH SlovoSlavic Club.
National Library Week is
sponsored by American Li
brary Association. The first
such week was held in 1958
and the purpose is to cel
ebrate the many contribu
tions libraries make in our
communities. And while the
week is up and the festival
has past, the beautiful dis
plays will remain viewable
through April 15, so make
sure to stop by and check it
out.

Students Take Advantage of Living at Home
By Melissa Owen
Students who are staying
at home during college are
taking advantage of their
parents' money, time, and
resources.
"I wanted them to have
the best opportunity to get
their education to give them
a good start in life," said
Valerie Owen, parent of two

commuting students. She
added, "Plus, I love them be
ing here."
One of Owen's children
recently left home at the age
of twenty-five, but still came
by often.
"Until this new job,"
Owen said, "I saw him five
times a week for lunch and
supper and some Sundays."
Brandon McCaghren, re

cent graduate of Athens
State University, found an
other advantage of living at
home—"free babysitting."
McCaghren, who has a two
year old, moved back in with
his parents in order to be able
to take care of his son.
Stephen Yancey, a student
at UAH who will soon move
out of parents' house, said
that the best things about liv

Academic Calendar
Remaining Spring Semester 2005
April 22
April 25
April 26
April 27
April 27
April 28
April 28-May 4
April 30
May 2
May 3
May 15

Last MWF Class
Last MW Class
Last TR Class
Last Wednesday Only Class/Final Exam
Study Day/Weather Day
Last Thursday Only Class/Final Exam
Final Examinations
Last Saturday Only Class/Final Exam
Last Monday Only Class/Final Exam
Last Tuesday Only Class/Final Exam
Commencement

Summer Semester 2005
April 18
May 27
May 30
May 31
May 31
June 28
June 29
June 30-July 1
July 4
July 5
July 28
August 1
August 1
August 2
August 2
August 3
August 3-5
August 4-5

Open Registration Begins
Registration
Memorial Day Holiday - UAH Closed
Classes Begin - Ten Week
Classes Begin - First Five Week
Last Class - First Five Week
Study Day - First Five Week
Final Examinations - First Five Week
Independence Day Holiday - UAH Closed
Classes Begin - Second Five Week
Last TR Class - Ten Week
Last MWF Class - Ten Week
Last MW Class - Ten Week
Study Day - Ten Week
Last Class - Second Five Week
Study Day - Second Five Week
Final Examinations - Ten Week
Final Examinations - Second Five Week

ing at home were 'Tood and
free room and board."
While these students ex
pressed appreciation for their
parents' hospitality, another
saw it differently.
"They had me, so I am
their responsibility," said
Athens State University stu
dent, Alan Childers. He
added, "It's hard to get chicks
while living at home."

The future of college stu
dents living at home may be
in jeopardy if some parents
have their way.
Pam
Northway, parent of future
college students said, "My
children have to leave for at
least a year and work for ex
tra spending money. We will
pay for room and board and
tuition is guaranteed through
PACT."

As the future generation
of college students grows up,
parents may have more ex
pectations for them when it
comes to moving out and on
their own. With UAH's fu
ture plans, more college stu
dents will have the opportu
nity to move into dorms and
move out of their childhood
homes.

University of Alabama in Huntsville
Department of Public Safety
March 2005
Type of Incident/Offense

Place of Occurrence

Abandoned Vehicle
Arrest: DUI
Arson-Automobile
Arson
Criminal Mischief

LIB
5101 Governor's House Drive
LIB-UC Lawn
SECH
BC
SECH
General Campus
SKH
ACU
WH
SECH
CCRH
SECH
CCRH
Ben Graves Drive
Madison City
MH/BC
SECH
BC
CCRH
LIB
MH
NSSTC
UAH
UC
UFC
Holmes and Ben Graves
Den Graves and Comus Circle
Preschool
UC

Criminal Trespass
Damaged Property
Damage to State Vehicle
Domestic Violence Harassment
Harassment
Harassing Communications
Possession of Drug Paraphernalia
Reckless Endangerment
Recovered Lost Property
Rendering a False Alarm
Theft of Property

Traffic Accident
Trespassing
UBE Vehicle

Charger Digital: Desktop Customization
By Daniel Horton
One of the many areas
where Microsoft has failed
miserably while designing
just about any version of
Windows is in the visual
realm. Many might remem
ber the drollness of Win
dows 3.1, and Windows 98,
which wasn't much better,
isn't that far removed from
us. Of course, with each suc
ceeding version of Win
dows, more options have
been made available for fur
ther visual customization,
but obviously nowhere near
as many as available to Mac
users. Windows 98 let you
change colors, and XP gave
a few more options in the
way of themed windows, but
that has been about it. For
tunately enough, there are a

lot of programs on the web
for anyone to download that
can take care of this visual
boringness. Sorry, Mac and
Linux users. Just for now,
you'll be purposefully omit
ted so that the rest of us who
have been left out for years
can catch up with you.
A recent trend with many
programs has been the abil
ity to "skin" their interfaces,
which is simply a different
look that you can apply to a
particular program. One of the
best places to download
skins is the user-created site.
Deviant
Art
(www.deviantart.coml. And
honestly. Deviant Art is just
about the best place to down
load
artistic
desktop
customization files of any fla
vor. Users of the site have
created skins for just about

any program imaginable that
allows them. It's also a great
site to download a ton of
great desktop wallpapers for
nearly any area you can think
of. One of the most popular
skinned programs is of
course, the ever popular MP3
player,
Winamp
twww.winamp.com). The
main and official site for
Winamp houses many skins
and other plug-ins for the
program, many of which are
created again by users, some
created to plug recently re
leased movies or albums.
You can also download the
great visual plug in Guiess,
which arguably works better
than the visualization tools
on iTunes.
Surely, the grandpappy of
all desktop customization
tools comes from Object

«s
i,
*t
rv
r\p
D
e
k
o
(www. nhjectdesktop.com).
There are many different
tools available as free
shareware, although all pro
grams offered have pay ver
sions that don't show pop
up ads on startup or offer
many more nice features.
Window Blinds is one of
their most popular programs,
which lets you skin Windows
Explorer and the toolbar to an
extent simply not possible
with standard Microsoft
customization. I'd like to of
fer a great example of how
utterly cool some of the plugins for Window Blinds look,
but words fail me as to how
great some look. Object Dock
is another tool which looks
just as cool, but is infinitely
more useful. Basically, Ob
ject Dock is a rip-off of the

T-v

edition of Charger Digital will
be the last for the semester. I
have gotten a lot of great feed
back from many people on the
column and I'd of course like
to thank you all for your kind
words. I do have to say this,
however. I've yet to get one
response from any soul re
garding suggestions or ques
tions. And if you have read
the column, you know how
many times I begged for just
that throughout the semes
ter. Charger Digital will of
course return this Fall (and
perhaps make an appearance
or two during the Summer if
the Exponent publishes
then), however I would like
to make it your column as
much as it is mine. So in the
meantime, be sure toemail me
OS on us.
On a related and yet to at hortond@email.uah.edu.
tally unrelated note, the next

tnnlhar
toolbar used
used on Apple
A
plat
forms from OSX up, but for
Windows XP. Just as with
OSX, you can have your most
recently used programs
quickly available to you and
can minimize your open win
dows into it, only in a much
more modem and sleeker way
than your standard Windows
toolbar.
There are many more
customizable tools and pro
grams available for download
over the web, probably even
some that have been released
around the time that this col
umn has been written. Per
haps the availability and cool
ness of these utilities will
send a message to Microsoft
next time they shove a new

'A STUDENT CAN DREAM.

"This is an interesting sound"what is it?'
*"l believe they called it"'funk'*"

Editor i Note: The Exponent reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please limit content to approximately 75 words.
All submissions must be given directly to Joseph Terrell, Editor at The Exponent office. 104 University Center or email to Joseph Terrell
exponent@email.uah.edu no later than 2 pm on Sunday. No submissions left in the drop box will be printed.

Beginning September 16th, theUAH Chess Club meets from 6:00-11:00 pm in the UAH University Center. Students meet in Uie cafeteria for instruction, OTgariizatioi^and
planning be
I
joining the main meeting. We welcome new members - come late, leave early, at your convenience. UAHCC is a learning environment - most students are beginners. We hope you will join|
us in building an official UAH Chess Team this Fall.
The UAH Formula SAE team ("Charger Motorsports") is the fastest way to gain real world experience. If you have interest in a mock engineering firm and are wanting to apply what
you've learned in class, stop by room N119 in Tech Hall Mondays at 7:00 pm. Whether your major is business, programming, web design, journalism, or engineering, we have a place
for you. Late arrivals and ALL majors are welcome. For more information visit www.chargermotorsports.com.
The UAH Baha'i Campus Association would like to invite you to prayers and devotionals every Thursday evening from 7-9 pm in UC 132.
Alabama Students for Constitutional Reform (ASCR) will be meeting Tuesday, May 10th at 6:00PM in UC127. Guest speaker, Susan Parker, will be conducting constitutional reform
training sessions at UAH this summer. If you interested in attending, contact ASCR President Michael Varchetta at varchem@email.uah.edu
International Cultural Organization in association with ACE presents Laura Fuentes Y Calicanto Live in Concert on April 13,2005 @ 8:00pm on UC Lawn. Rain site place will be UC
Exhibit Hall. Free to all students.

Popcorn

and Drinks will be served.

Please join the Office of Student Affairs for the Official University of Alabama in Huntsville Class Ring Presentation on Tuesday, April 12,2005 at 5:30 p.m. University Center Room
126. Guests are welcome. Reception immediately following. RSVP by April 1,2005. (256) 824-6700.
Lambda Pi Eta is holding a Public Speaking Contest on April 12 and 14. All speeches must be persuasive. Registration is now open and ends April 1,2005. If you have any questions
please contact Marcie Abney at abneym@email.uah.edu or come by the Communication Arts office at MH 342. CASH PRIZES!

NASHRM, student chapter is having a scholarship fundraising raffle. You can win a 5.0 Megapixel, digital camera, a Memory Key, or a 20 dollar gift certificate for La Alameda Restaurant.
If you are interested in purchasing tickets please contact a SHRM member or email or call the President Stephanie Watson at watsons@email.uah.edu, 256-520-2835
The College of Science Spring Picnic will be on Friday, April 8th, from 11-1pm on the lawn outside the Materials Science Building. There will be free hotdogs, prizes, trivia games,dizzy
hat races, and a new game called sitting ducks that involves water balloons! This is a free event so come on out and have some fun!
The ATO's will be hosting a Toga Party that has been moved to APRIL 9 at 9 pm.This exciting party will be held at the ATO's fraternity room and EVERYONE is invited tocome!

The Delta Chi Fraternity would like to invite all UAH students out to their "Bombs Away" Party this Saturday (April 16th) at 10:00pm. Please, come dress in military attire to show your I
support for our troops overseas and remember to bring your UAH ID.
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International Cultural Festival
Photos by Sarah Perrin
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SGA Review
House Meeting Features Debate Over Amendments
By Madison Young
Ryan Scheuler, President
of the SGA, presented the
information poster for the or
ganization section of Campus
Visit Day held this weekend.
Also, Senator Sam Parks
pointed out that the creation
of the committee to investi
gate Computer and Network
Services last week was tech
nically unconstitutional in
that the proposal for such a
committee must come from
the President. This error was
recognized and corrected at
this meeting. The Assembly
Resolution for the Reform of
the University's Residential
Network System (A.R.
04.05.02) was read for the
second time this week. Fur
thermore, Representative
Mital Modi recognized the
passing of an outstanding
faculty member, Ms.
Madeleine Youmans of the
English Department. To
honor and remember Ms.
Youmans, SGA held an offi

cial moment of silence.
Greg Brown of the Budo
Taijitsu club was in atten
dance to request funding
from the SGA House. Due to
technical errors, the special
funding request for this
group was delayed until they
can resubmit an application.
However, Greg Brown still
spoke about the events
planned. Essentially, this
group is planning to bring a
guest speaker to teach a
workshop pertaining to basic
Budo Taijitsu technique. The
organization is simply trying
to pay for this guest's airfare
and rooming. The request for
seventy-five dollars was
made to help the group pur
chase floor mats for the work
shop. This unusual and ex
citing event will be open to
all UAH students, not just
those enrolled in martial arts
classes. A second funding
request was made to support
the Carnival on April 22,
which will be a part of
Springfest 2005. The club
asking for the money, how

ever, did not submit the re
quest three weeks in ad
vance. Therefore, Finance
Chair, Mital Modi, did not
recommend any amount of
money.
The SGA House formally
appointed three new mem
bers this week, each from a
different college. Mallory
Jacklin, College of Adminis
trative Science, Whitney
Knight, College of Engineer
ing, and Kathryn Higdon,
College of Science, were
sworn into the position of
Representative by President
Ryan Scheuluer.
Floor leaders for all five
colleges were appointed this
week to ensure adequate
communication between col
leges and the SGA. Floor
leaders are expected to meet
with the dean of ther college
on a monthly basis to discuss
events and issues that SGA
may be able to take part in.
Newly appointed, Mallory
Jacklin took the spot for Ad
ministrative Science. Mital
Modi, current floor leader, will

be assisting Seth Farrington
in his endeavors as the floor
leader for the school of Engi
neering. Abdelghani El
Gharras volunteered for the
Liberal Arts position and
Kathryn Higdon for the Col
lege of Science. As Kimberly
Wilson is the only Represen
tative enrolled in the College
of Nursing, she is automati
cally the floor leader.
Three constitutional
amendments that rolled over
from the previous week were
read and debated.The author.
Senator Sam Parks, enter
tained questions and com
ments regarding each amend
ment. An amendment altering
the size of the Senate from
four members of each class
(freshman, sophomore, etc.)
to merely three had previ
ously been passed in the Sen
ate. Parks found it necessary
to explain his standpoint us
ing an economic supply and
demand graph. To improve
the effectiveness of this or
ganization, Parks believes it
is essential to decrease the

number of members. This, lar to the previous one that
accordingly, in turn should was discussed, Sam Parks
increase the number of stu withdrew it from the itinerary.
dents who wish to be in Senate Amendment 04-05.05,
an amendment forcing
volved.
If the so-called "demand" monthly service projects on
is higher, the race for posi all SGA members, was also
tions will be much more com subject to controversy. Imme
petitive. This theory (and diately following the reading,
amendment) was based on Rep. Donnie Ganiere pointed
the sole idea of supply and out that the House Bylaws
demand. Many of the Repre already encourage such be
sentatives found the use of havior. Others felt that their
this example to be irrelevant time spent working with SGA
and unreasonable stating and various other organiza
that the number of students tions is service work in and
attending the university has of itself. The rules were sus
grown substantially and this pended to allow direct vot
model does not take into ac ing on the piece of legisla
count the size of the "de tion. Fifteen opposing votes
knocked this amendment
manding" group.
down
almost unanimously.
Galen Collins raised a ma
Instead
of the course of ac
jor point involving the prob
tion
suggested.
Representa
lem of student interest, not
tive
Galen
Collins
proposed
Senate size. This amendment
that
each
member
bring in
was postponed indefinitely
one
service
project
per year
by the House until next fall.
Considering that another to present to the SGA.
amendment, an amendment
to reduce the size of the
House from thirty-five mem
bers to twenty-five, was simi
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MONDAY

Movie - "Smokey & The Bandit" ~ 9pm UC Exhibit Hall

TUESDAY

Segway Races ~ ll-3pm @ UC Lawa
Stock Car Challenge - ll-4pm 9 UC Lobby
The Regargitator-Stevie Starr ~ 9pm 9 Exhibit Hall

WEDNESDAY

Segway Races - ll-3pm 9 UC Lawn
Stock Car Challenge ~ ll-4pm 9 UC Lobby
Improv Comedy- The Have Nots ~9pm 9 Exhibit Hall

THURSDAY

Stock Car Challenge - 1l-4pm 9 UC Lobby
Movie - "Days of Thunder" ~9pm 9 Exhibit Hall

FRIDAY

Caribbean Parade
Concert - Dave Anderson/Better than Ezra - 7pm 9 UC Lawn

SATURDAY

Concert - Stewart Mayfield/The John Popper Project - 7pm 9 UC Lawn

*EXAM JAM* April 26th-28th

Free Massages & Oxygen Bar
Located @ UC Lobby each day
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Sports

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Baseball

Charger Guard Drafted by WBA
From Sports Information

(13-18, 5-7)
April 9 Montevallo 12, UAH 6
April 9 Montevallo 7, UAH 4
April 10 Montevallo 7, UAH 6
April 15 West Florida (DH) (MA), Noon
April 16 West Florida, 11 a.m.
April 19 Delta State, 6 p.m.
April 20 Delta State, 4 p.m.

Softball
(40-10,6-5)
April 9 Florida Gulf Coast 5, UAH 1
April 9 UAH 6, Florida Gulf Coast 3
April 10 UAH 11, Albany State 8
April 10 UAH 14, Albany State 0
April 14-17 GSC Crossover Decatur, AL
April 14 Central Arkansas, 6:30 p.m.
April 14 Southern Arkansas, 8:30 p.m.
April 15 Arkansas Tech, 5 p.m.
April 15 Delta State, 7 p.m.
April 16 Christian Brothers, 1 p.m.
April 16 Ouachita Baptist, 3 p.m.
April 16 Henderson State, 7 p.m.
April 17 Arkansas-Monticello, 12 p.m.

Track and Field
April 9 Rhodes Hexagonal, Memphis TN
April 16 Jace LaCoste Invitational, Starkville MS

Athlete Quick Take
By Heather Evans
Sports Editor

Charger Baseball Player

David Pressley
What is your middle name? Lane
When is your birthday? September 21,1982
What is one character trait you like in other
people? Loyalty
What is one character trait you despise in
other people? Laziness
Do you have any pets? A Boston terrier
named Will
What is your dream vehicle? Dodge Viper
What is your favorite restaurant? Zaxby's
What is your favorite movie? Sandlot
What is your favorite T.V. Show? C.S.I.
What is your favorite dessert? Reese's Cup
Blizzard
Who was/is your role model(s)? Jesus
What do you like most about UAH? The
Professors in the Marketing Dept.
Special Note from the Sports Editor: Con
gratulations also go out to Pressley for being
named the Gulf South Conference East Divi
sion Player of the Week. The Charger secondbaseman went 14-for-28 at the plate with three
homeruns and nine more runs scored. Overall
Pressley leads the Chargers in hitting with a
.402 batting average.

Former UAH Charger
guard Jamie Gardner was
drafted by the Magic City
(Birmingham) Court Kings in
Sunday's World Basketball
Association draft. The former
Homewood High graduate
was chosen in the third round
of the draft. Gardner led the

Chargers in his senior sea
son, averaging 12.9 points
and 4.4 rebounds per game.
He was also the team leader
in blocks (39) and assists
(98). Gardner finished his ca
reer ranked 16th all-time at
UAH in scoring (1,045) and
eighth in assists (269). Other
players from the state of Alabama chosen by the Court

Kings in the draft included:
Kenyon Gamble (7'0 F/C,
Tuskegee University), D. J.
Towns (6'2 G University of
Montevallo), Earnest Shelton
(6'3 G/F, Univ. of Alabama),
Caleb Kennedy (6'7 F/C,
Univ. of Montevallo) and Jo
seph King (6'7 C, Mile Col
lege).

UAH Baseball Swept by Montevallo
By Heather Evans
Sports Editor

The Charger Baseball
Team made the record books
this past week, just not in the
way they would have hoped
to. UAH was swept away in
a three game series by the
University of Montevallo for
the first time in UAH Base
ball history. The UM sweep
of UAH came after the Charg
ers split a four game series
with Southern Arkansas on
April 5 and 6. These games
put the Chargers with a 13-18
record in the 2005 season and
a 5-7 record in Gulf South
Conference Play with nine
GSC games left to play in the
regular season.
The Chargers played two
doubleheaders
against
Southern Arkansas in Mag
nolia, Arkansas on April 5 and
6. UAH fell 4-3 in the opener
of the series before rebound
ing with a 5-4 win. David
Pressley and Trai Meadows
hit homers and Dustin Dav
enport came on to work out
of a jam in the sixth inning as
the Chargers hung on toearn
a split of their first double-

header. Troy Mitchell (2-3)
got the win, allowing four
runs on eight hits. He walked
two and struck out five. Dav
enport picked up his first
save of the season.
Ryan Cox led UAH's of
fensive attack, going 3-for-4.
Pressley had two hits, while
Meadows had three RBI.
In the second doubleheader against Southern Ar
kansas and UAH, the Charg
ers again fell in the first game
to a deficit of 9-6. Tyde Mead
ows (0-5) took the loss in the
opener. Trai Meadows batted
3-for-3. Ryan Bowerman went
2-for-4, including a two-run
homer in the third. It was his
fourth homer of the season.
The Chargers second
game saw David Pressley and
Brett Dunlap have four hits
each and Ryan Cox hit his first
homer of the season to power
the Chargers to a 7-4 victory
over Southern Arkansas in
their final game of the series.
Pressley was 4-for-5,
scored a run with one RBI,
while Dunlap was 4-for-4 with
three RBIs. Matt Guisler (20) got the win, allowing no
runs on five hits in 22/3 in

nings. He walked one and
struck out five. Jordan Steele
picked up his second save,
allowing one run on two hits
in two innings.
The UAH Charger base
ball squad's four-game Gulf
South Conference East win
ning streak came to a
screeching halt on Saturday
as
home-standing
Montevallo took both ends
of a doubleheader 12-6 and
7-4 in Montevallo.
The Chargers needed a
win to avoid being swept for
the first time by the Univer
sity of Montevallo. Yet the
Chargers came up short 7-6
in a ten-inning contest.
The seventh inning saw
the Chargers collect their first
lead of the day at 6-5 off of a
Junior Wes Hopper single
that brought Trai Meadows
into score.
Things were looking like
a UAH win in the ninth in
ning as junior reliever Matt
Guisler, whocame on in relief
in the third for Steele, got the
first two batters of the inning.
The Huntsville native then
loaded the bases for the Fal
cons with a walk and a pair of
hit batters. Junior reliever

Dustin Davenport was
brought on to stop the bleed
ing but the righty walked the
first batter he faced tying the
game at six before striking out
the final batter of the inning.
After the Chargers went
down in order in the 10th,
Davenport walked the first
batter of the frame followed
by a single getting the rally
going for UM. Following an
intentional walk to load the
bases, junior Hudson
Cothren came in out of the
bullpen but the Falcons got
a sacrifice fly from Blake
Lewis to win the game.
The Chargers faced
Kennesaw State on Wednes
day before they will battle
West Florida and Delta State
at home. The GSC Series
against West Florida begins
April 15 at Madison Acad
emy with a doubleheader at
noon. The Chargers then fin
ish out West Florida with an
11 a.m. game on April 16.The
UAH vs. Delta State series
will be held April 19 and 20
with 6 p.m. and 4 p.m. start
times respectively. Good
Luck Chargers!

Lady Chargers Split Two Series
By Chris Karigan
Going into the past week's
games, the Lady Chargers
were (36-7) overall, but they
hoped to add a few more tal
lies in the "W" column be
fore the week's end.
April 5
UNA7,UAH6
UAH came up swinging
in the first inning, as sopho
more catcher Stephanie Pinto
knocked a two-run homer to
start the scoring, her four
teenth of the season. The
Lady Chargers kept the lead
for the entire game, until the
Lions rattled off a sacrifice fly
and single, both good for
RBIs in the bottom of the
ninth inning to win the game.
Sophomore pitcher Jenny
Hess (12-2) was saddled with
the loss for UAH.

UNA0,UAH3
In the second game of the
evening, the Lady Chargers
were on the attack. Neither
team was able to put a score
on the board until the sixth
inning, when junior desig
nated player Summer Reeves
and freshman catcher Mary
Farris helped the cause with
a pair of RBI singles to take a
three run advantage over the
Lions. UNA was unable to
match the Chargers through
out the game, earning fresh
man Jenni Smithson (10-1)
the shutout win.
April 9
UAH1,FGC5
Although the Lady Charg
ers hit fairly well against the
Florida Gulf Coast Eagles
with a .250 team batting aver
age, UAH could not gain an
edge over the Eagles in the
first game of the day. FGCU

would lead for the entire
game, as the Chargers got
within one run in the second
inning, but never made any
more headway than that. Al
though Jenny Hess pitched
for most of the game, facing
the last 21 batters, junior
pitcher Lindsey Skinner (137) was dealt the loss on the
mound.
UAH6,FGC3
The second game began
much like the first, as the
Eagles jumped out to a quick
2-0 lead in the second inning.
UAH would remain score
less until the bottom of the
fifth inning, as freshman sec
ond baseman Ashley Tate
scored on a lead off home run
and senior left fielder Ashley
Potter netted an RBI single,
tying up the score at two a
piece. FGCU would regain
-jhe]eadjn_the top of the sixth,

but thanks to two RBI
singles, a sacrifice fly, and a
fielding error in the bottom of
the inning, the Chargers took
the lead for good. Jenni
Smithson and Courtney
Hudson both saw mound
duty in the game, but Lindsey
Skinner (14-7) was credited
with the win for UAH, pitch
ing the last 4.2 innings.
April 10
UAH 11,ASU8
To start the doubleheader with the Albany State
Rams, both teams displayed
some serious offensive fire
power, trading the lead back
and forth. The contest saw
three home runs from UAH,
two from freshman right
fielder Amy Harris and one
from Stephanie Pinto, her fif
teenth of the season. Once
the game was tied up at six

KARIGAN on page 9
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Track Triumphs in Memphis
By Matt Wilson

The UAH track and
field program traveled to
Memphis, Tennessee this
past weekend to compete at
5-team meet at Rhodes Col
lege. Despite the heat, the
Lady Chargers and Chargers
still had a successful day.
The Chargers tallied
119 points to take third place
overall. Millikin University
was second (139 points) and
Harding University (171) was
first. The Lady Chargers domi
nated the meet by scoring 234
points for the win. The Lady
Chargers' performance was
the most points ever scored
at a meet in the program's his
tory, and it beat second place
Harding University by 99
points.
Though battling the
heat was hard, there were still
a great number of Charger
athletes to break school
records or attain NCAA pro
visional qualifying marks.
LaMardra Moore won the
women's long jump and set a
new UAH record with a leap
of 17 feet 11 inches. Moore
also set a school record in the
javelin throw with a throw of
114 feet 8 inches. Tammy Free
man won the pole vault. Free
man also set a UAH record

of 1:08.44 seconds in the 400m
hurdles, placing first. The
Lady Charger 4x100m relay
ran a NCAA Div. II provi
sional time of 48.17 seconds.
The Ladies of UAH had a
record setting day on the
women's 4x400m relay. The
team comprised of Tunisha
Clay, Juneil Gadson, Shana
Levett, and Shuneil Gadson
won the event with a time of
3:58.23. Levett also ran a pro
visional qualifying time in the
100m hurdles, finishing first
with 15.10. Easter Grant won
the 200m dash with a time of
25.31 seconds. Easter's time
was also a provisional quali
fying mark. Shuneil Gadson
also set a provisional quali
fying mark in the 400m dash,
as well as a school record.
Gadson won the event with a
57.30. Katherine Herring fin
ished second in the 1500m
run with a time of 4:38.92.
Herring's mark was also an
NCAA provisional time.
On the men's side of
the competition, Morgan
Morgan continued his
record-breaking season.
Morgan first broke his UAH
100m record with a time of
11.00 seconds, finishing sec
ond in the event. Morgan next
broke the 200m school record
with a blazing performance of
22.08 seconds to win the

event. Tyler McDaniel bet
tered his UAH long jump
record with a jump of 18 feet
10 3A inches. McDaniel also
established a UAH record in
the pole-vault clearing 12feet
11 Zi inches, and narrowly
missing an attempt at 13 feet
6 inches. Daryl Aldridge
broke the UAH record in the
discus throw with a hurl of
103 feet 4 inches. Aldridge
also won the 110m hurdles
and placed second in the
400m hurdles despite a spill
on the homestretch of the
race. Of all the 400m runners
at the meet, UAH's Russell
Crosswy was the best, win
ning the event with a time of
50.57. Crosswy also an
chored the record setting
men's 4x400m relay. The re
lay comprised of Mark Ullom,
Brandon Ponds, Morgan
Morgan, and Crosswy won
the event with a time of
3:22.45. The men's 4x100m
relay also set a UAH record.
The relay comprised of Mor
gan Morgan, Dominique
Fredericks, Russell Crosswy,
and Daryl Aldridge ran a time
of 43.96 seconds.
The Chargers travel to
Starkville, Mississippi next
•Saturday for the Jace Lacoste
Invitational hosted by Mis
sissippi State University.

prone to say the least, amass
ing five errors in the
ballgame. Four of the five
errors were committed in the
second inning, which re
sulted in nine runs from the
Chargers.
Ashley Tate
helped contribute three runs
to the total on a home run in
the second inning, bringing
two base-runners home. The
dust settled after the first
three innings, but UAH had
done enough damage with
fourteen unanswered runs.

Lindsey Skinner (15-7) had a
great day on the mound,
earning the shutout win and
allowing just two hits.
With that, the Chargers
finished out the week with a
(40-10) overall record. Next
up for the Lady Chargers is
the GSC crossover in Decatur
on April 14-17, as they hope
to gain some momentum for
the GSC Championships on
May 6-8. Make sure to wish
our Chargers well!

KARIGAN from page8
runs each in the fourth in
ning, the Lady Chargers
went ahead and scored five
to put UAH on top for good.
Jenny Hess (13-2) picked up
the win for the Chargers in
relief of starter Courtney
Hudson.

UAH 14,ASU0
While ASU may have
taken UAH to the edge in the
first game, the Chargers de
stroyed the competition in
the second game of the se
ries. The Rams were error
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April 22 • 7 p.m.

^Tohn
Popper
Project
w/ Stewart Mayfield Project

April 23 • 7 p.m.

What do you think about Tiger Wood's winning his Fourth Masters?

T io kets *

£ f ? 1 U A H S t u d e n t s w i t h UAH ID
(Each Event - Limit 2 tickets)
Alexis Owens
Junior, Communication Arts
"You'll have to ask my dad about that."

Adam Thompson
Junior, Business
"I think Tiger Woods is overrated."

GENERAL ADMISSION
Advance Purchase
*10 Weekend Pass (Both Events)
DAY OF THE EVENT
(Each Event at the Gate)

Gates open @ 6 p.m.
Brian Tittle
Junior, Political Science
"It's pretty good for a mediocre golfer, it's
only his fourth in eight years. Super Duper."

Sue Bogenschutz
Senior, Psychology/ Communication Art
"I thought his last shot was real nice
they way it laid and set and just fell in

Tickets on sale APRIL 7
University Center Box Office/Front Desk
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How Clean is My Valley
By Shonneky Langham
Entertainment Editor
There's been a spate of new shows on televi
sion that deal with keeping your home clean and
make it all homey and welcoming. Many of these
shows talk about using crafts and other time (and
allegedly) money saving techniques to add the cre
ative touches that put your home over the top and
will make all your neighbors green with envy. Of
course all these shows do is make those of us who
are creatively challenged feel like slackers.
I, too, fell into that wonderful marketing strat
egy that tells us that craft projects and cute little
doodads are a must for any well-kept home. I don't
know about you guys, but I can tell you that at this
point in the semester I can barely keep my house
clean, let alone keep it all decked out with the latest
trendy decorations. For once in my life I have to
admit: I have list control of my house and I'm afraid.
It wouldn't be so bad if the only problem was
dust bunnies. Every once in a while we don't dust
as much as we need to so there may be a thin layer
of dust covering the television screen. That's ex
cusable. What's happening to my home right now
is not only inexcusable, it's damn near criminal.
My kitchen plates have something that looks
strangely like dried up spinach slowing creeping
out from the inside. I need to wipe off counters and
mop the floor. I must organize my cabinet and clean
out my refrigerator. I absolutely need to vacuum
the floor in my living room, lest I am buried alive in
the abyss that is my carpet. I really need to get it
together or else I will never emerge from the mess
that has taken control of my living quarters.
I know what you're thinking. You're asking
"Why has it gotten so bad? Don't you clean up or
are you usually so nasty?" That's a fair question
but if you're a college student you don't really
need me to answer that; for us college students it's
a foregone conclusion. It's the end of the semes
ter, and all the stuff that comes with it spells doom
for our housework
When I first walk in my door I realize how badly
I need to clean up my place. Its as if I look with
fresh eyes at the mess my home has become and I
am horrified at it. I immediately resolve to do some
thing, anything, right that very moment. I roll up
my sleeves and vow to get to work on the mess. I
take two steps in the direction of my kitchen and
stop mid-stride. I start to sweat and my head
pounds. My mind is working hard to block out a
specific detail but it doesn't want to be ignored.
Suddenly it fights its way to the surface, scratch
ing and clawing its way to the top. The thought I
have tried so hard to ignore puts more fear in my
heart than any dirty house could. That thought it
can be summed up in two words: Senior Thesis.
"Nooooo!!!!" I scream, soundless words stuck
in my throat. I can't clean my kitchen or wash my
clothes or even eat a real meal because I still have
20 pages to type on my senior thesis project. Try
though I might, I still can't get away from the fact
that I have to get this paper done and I only have
a week left in which to do it. On top of that 1 have
another 20 page paper and two group projects to
complete within another two weeks. I realize in that
moment that I won't be able to do anything to my
house until I get out of college.
It's at that moment that real peace settles in.
My breathing calms and my heartbeat becomes
steady again. I realize that, in this very important
task, I am defeated. There is no way I can fight the
power of a deadline and so I give up fighting the
mess and go quietly into the abyss, where nothing
but researching term papers and studying for fi
nals exist. I know that I am beaten but at least I can
take comfort in the fact that all is not lost. In three
weeks it will all be over and I can go on with my
life.. .and my cleaning.

Entertainment
Beck is Back with Guero
By Clay Johnson

mirrored theexperimental and
off-its-rocker nature of the
album it spewed forth from.
Beck Hansen wears many
Mellow Gold. With "Loser,"
anametag. I dare you to pick the money was immediately
up any magazine and read an in the bank—who can't iden
article about him. Prepare to tify with a line like "I'm a
be peppered with character loser, baby / So why don't
izations of this curious pop you kill me?" It was ironicism
art wonder that run the gamut and poignance blended up in
from the mundane to the a tart smoothie, and if you
grandly grandiose. Indeed, can't understand that line
he is icon and iconoclast. He
you probably aren't in league
is fashion icon and slacker with the slacker hipsters that
minstrel. He is pop culture
Beck represents in the eyes
junkyard hunter-gatherer and of Rolling Stone.
groundbreaking style-shak
With a jagged niche
ing pretense-less pretender. carved out for him in the mu
He is aimlessly wandering the sic industry's ivory tower, the
streets of Los Angeles while full brunt of Beck's assault on
steering the ship of music the critical elite came next.
along the borders of its cred 1996's Odelay was a less abra
ibility. He is this generation's sive and more focused shard
Bob Dylan, sniping care of sensational brilliance, fus
lessly from along the watch- ing genres and straining at its
tower.
bounds through its unyield
Beck is all this, less than
ing outpour of wit, pop-cul
this, and more than this. ture collage, and playful fun.
Those who sketch portraits Mutations came next but was
of Beck for mass consump not considered an official fol
tion in jet-setting publica low-up, and then Midnite
tions (and the Exponent) of Vultures showed up.
Who knew Beck would
ten creep to the edge and
peer, pouring their minds channel Prince and James
through the funnel of Beck's Brown? The album was in
status. He is described with
sane, off the charts with a
a viewpoint that attempts to
seventies soul vibe permeat
magnify its vision through ing some tracks and a know
lenses constructed of the ing wink visible in the mind's
prism of Beck's kaleidoscope eye with each listen. Genius
of music.
rarely sounded so strangely
Yet Beck transcends appealing.
those who would define him
But just when it seemed
by seemingly abandoning Beck, often compared to the
pretense. His muse leads him legendary Bob Dylan, was
to lands populated with Latin stuck knee-deep in the
rhythms, hip-hop beats, dis whimsy and madvillainy of
torted guitars, and other dis Dylan's Blonde on Blonde
parate denizens.
period, he struck back in 2002
Beck burst onto the scene with Sea Change, an album
in 1994, a probable one-hit- inspired by heartbreak and
wonder carrying under his dripping with tearless blood.
belt the smash "Loser," pro Melancholy
resounded
claimed the slacker anthem
throughout it; critics said it
and featuring fusions of hiprepresented the seriousness
hop, folk, and the like. This of a post-9/11 world in which

pop culture could no longer
embrace frivolity. That album
was, indeed, capable of
reaching into the chest and
clutching the heart until it
beat in time with the sadness
on display. With the serious
ness of its themes of heart
break, pain, futility, personal
exploration, and the like, Beck
showed that he had more
tricks up his sleeve.
Now, Beck is back, return
ing somewhat to the
scattershot style of pre-Sea
Change albums.
With
Guero, which famously
means "white boy" in Span
ish, we see that Beck may
have been permanently af
fected by his foray into seri
ous subject matter. The
giddy
hop-scotching
through random worlds con
structed from the leftovers of
Beck's midnight television
consumption no longer leads
one through its environs as
merrily. Yet the slight edge
of adulthood that replaces the
spry youthful charm of
Beck's previous work actu
ally works well, bringing him
closer in many ways to
Dylan's shadow.
The actual music has less
of a rusty home-grown base
ment feel, a more polished
sheen—replacing that ele
ment of Beck's music. Songs
such as "E-Pro" and "Rental
Car" retain buzz saw guitar
but without the bite normally
present when Beck delves
into that style. "Hell Yes"
and "Que Onda Guero" con
tain hip-hop beats as good
as serious rap artists can
muster, with the former flow
ing through the same vein as
the Beck Lampoon Hip-Hop
Vacation
of
Midnite
Vulture's
"Hollywood
Freaks."
Lots of excellent acoustic
guitar touches punctuate the

album's tracks, sometimes
lacerating with their precision
and out-of-place yet classi
cist-Beck visages. "Go It
Alone" features Jack White
on bass, but his appearance
is underwhelming without his
peerless mastery of the gui
tar. The best track is "Girl,"
with its modern classicism
and effortless magnetic pull
instantly and breezily latch
ing onto anything with ears.
The entire album is good,
though at times the hooks
seem out of place. "Farewell
Ride" may be the best track
on the album musically but
falls short lyrically due to a
woeful hook. A sameness
permeates some parts of the
album when the drums and
beats become too prominent,
and the relentless frenetic
energy of some of Beck's ear
lier work is missed often with
the more poetic and stark im
agery often prominent here.
And as usual with Beck, the
songs are rarely straightfor
ward pop fare, serving more
as poetic snapshots and col
lages.
Ultimately Guero is a suc
cessful album. The album is
eclectic and fuses many ele
ments of Beck's previous
work (the seriousness of Sea
Change, the more experimental musical moments of
Odelay, etc.), and this is a
good thing but at times the
extremes of his former work
are missed. The standout
moments of Guero are sharp
enough to slice deeply but
there are areas in which the
blade dulls to the point that
it grinds the momentum to a
crawl. Still the overall effect
is high quality, and while not
up to the ramshackle ingeniousness of the masterwork
Odelay this is worth picking
up.

Satellite Radio: Future of Hip-Hop?
By Ramon Rodriguez
There was a time when
hip-hop resided only in
New York and it was all
about which MC delivered
the best cipher on his/her
street corner. It has come a
long way since then. Nowa
days, more than two de
cades later,ciphers are be
ing aired on TV while hiphop has become an eight
figure industry that has
expanded to almost every
comer of the world.
Whether it's a summer
music summit or an artist's
favorite music video

countdown, hip-hop has
taken on many new forms.
You can now add satellite ra
dio to that list.
On April 15, Miami rapper
Trick Daddy will launch his
weekly radio show "Dunk
Rider Radio" on XM Satellite
Radio's 66 RAW channel.
The show will be recorded
live from Trick Daddy's Mi
ami home and will debut at 9
p.m. ET.
But Trick Daddy is just
the latest rapper to join XM's
growing hip-hop family.
Long Beach heavyweight
Snoop
Dogg
and
Queensbridge duo Mobb
Deep are set to debut their

own satellite radio shows
later this year.
Not to be outdone, Sirius
Satellite Radio recently
signed hip-hop pioneer DJ
Grandmaster Flash for a new
weekly mix show. "Flash
Mash" will air every Saturday
from 6 to 9 p.m. The legend
ary Bronx tumtablist will spin
a variety of musical genres
every week, as well as incor
porate a bit of hip-hop his
tory. He will also be looking
for new artists looking to
showcase their talents.
The recent Rock & Roll
Hall of Fame inductee, DJ
Grandmaster Flash joins 50
Cent, whose G-Unit Radio

debuted last week. Eminem,
who has his own Shade 45
satellite show, Tony Touch,
and DJ Muggs are the latest
Sirius satellite radio artists
who will host their own
show.
According to Radio 66
RAW's Program Director,
Leo G, XMSatellite Radio will
be looking to sign more art
ists in the near future.
In other news, Ray
Benzino, the Chief Brand Ex
ecutive and Co-owner of The
Source magazine, stepped
down from his position on
April 8. The Boston native
claims he will look to start a
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Music Piracy: The Very Essence of Creativity Attacked
By Jared D. Meyer
It is common knowledge
that the music industry's
major record labels are cor
rupt, blood-sucking greed
mongers, and that many of
their executives were birthed
from the loins of Satan him
self. Untainted industry vet
erans like Steve Albini, who
has produced albums for the
likes of Nirvana, Bush, the
Pixies, and Chevelle, among
dozens of others, have ada
mantly vocalized their con
demnation of the twisted and
evil way in which the big la
bels operate, hoarding musi
cians' well-deserved money
for themselves through intri
cate contract trickery. Even
so, the ills of the industry
have too often been used as
an attempt to justify an argu
ably greater affront to the art
of music—piracy. According
to a recent study by the Pew
Internet & American Life
Project, almost 30% of all
Internet users download me
dia illegally. Many of the
more tenacious pirates seem
to fancy themselves the
Robin Hoods of the music
scene, robbing from the rich
to give to their poor selves.
"They're rich enough al
ready," it is commonly rea
soned, referring to the writ
ers, musicians, and produc
ers from whom so much is
stolen; after, all, "music be
longs to everyone," right?
Sure it does, if you're float
ing on ganja clouds at a hip
pie commune. But for those
of us who live in the real
world, music belongs to its
creators, and it is absolutely
criminal of us to attempt to
usurp from them the power
to decide where and how it

gets distributed.
Let's start off by allowing
pirates the benefit of the
doubt, assuming that not all
of them are simply loathsome
hooligans, but rather that at
least some of them are oper
ating with a degree of tabula
rasa and have only been mis
lead or misinformed about the
law and about that whole
"morality" thing. So to clarify
for these people, how does
copyright law work? Basi
cally, anywhere you travel
within the civilized world to
day there are laws at work
against the unauthorized re
production, adaptation, per
formance, display or distribu
tion of a copyright holder's
work. But don't take my word
for it; look on the back of any
mass produced musical re
cording and you will find it,
the nutshell warning that
"Unauthorized reproduction
is prohibited by law."
It is at this point in my ar
gument that I normally hear,
in a distinct toddler-esque
whine, "Nuh uh - it's only il
legal if you make money off
of it!" If such a thought just
traveled through your head,
slap yourself right now, be
cause I hate to burst your
severely obfuscated bubble,
but... "yuh huh," my friend.
The No Electronic Theft Act
clearly explains that "sound
recording infringements can
be criminally prosecuted
even where no monetary
profit or commercial gain is
derived from the infringing
activity." So put that in your
bong and smoke it.
Yet as crooked and under
handed as the government
may seem—what with thenmaking us pay for music and
all (freakin' Nazis!)—they

have not overlooked the
needs of society for the free
exchange of ideas. The "fanuse" provision of the Copy
right Act of 1976 permits lim
ited reproduction and other
uses of copyrighted works
under certain conditions for
such purposes as criticism,
comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, or re
search. Some imaginative
souls attempt to stretch this
"fair use" concept to legiti
mize their behavior—"I only
copied that Eminem CD for all
of my friends for educational
reasons"—but quite frankly,
despite any "educational"
value you may find in
Eminem's music (and who
wouldn't find some?!...), this
is not how "fair use" works.
No matter how many excuses
you can round up, copying/
distributing music you don't
own in such a way (or accept
ing such music) IS illegal, and
it IS stealing.
And while it isn't true
that every album downloaded
necessarily equals a lost al
bum sale, as the RIAA and
other organizations have
suggested, a recent study by
the US National Bureau of
Economic Research has
found that the U.S. music in
dustry does lose about one
fifth of a sale for each album
downloaded from the
Internet. Further, for every
one person who uses filesharing networks only to
sample music, it was found
that another two will cut back
on their purchasing or stop
buying altogether. Naturally,
when sales drop, not only do
the artists and other people
involved in making an album
lose money, but also the in
centive and opportunity for

Eminem and 50 Cent have an
nounced that the "Anger
Management 3 Tour" will be
kicking off on July 7 in India
napolis, IN. The tour will fea
ture Lil Jon and The Eastside
Boyz, G-Unit, D12, ObieTrice
and Aftermath Records' re

cently-signed Stat Quo.

record labels to release future
music diminishes—espe
cially music from the lesserknown and up-and-coming
artists.
But even aside from these
economic appeals, the atti
tude that every person is
born with the right to own
whatever music he or she
wants without paying for it
is dangerous and downright
ridiculous. Recorded music,
after all, is not a natural re
source - it is created by
people who have bills to pay,
families to feed, and lives to
live; and very few of them are
"rock stars." Copyright laws
help ensure that we never
write off the artists whose
work we so enjoy, judging
them unworthy of payment
for their labors. When people
disregard these laws, then,
the artists are denied the con
trol they deserve over their
own creations, hard-earned
money is lost, and the very
essence of creativity is at
tacked.
In the end, you as an indi
vidual are not going to make
the music industry disappear
or take Ashlee Simpson off
of the radio (no matter how
much you may wish you
could). The 36 million people
in America alone who down
load media illegally, on the

study last month by the
aforementioned Pew group—
will make an enormous im
pact! Besides, regardless of
how many people are doing
it, I don't think I want to live
in a world where there is no
reason to buy something if
you can get away with steal
ing it. Ultimately, piracy will
likely never be completely
extinguished. It will find ways
to survive, a thorn in the

sides of both musical and
technological progress—but
that doesn't mean we have
to give in and be a part of it.
Call me an idealist, but I say
it can be fought and should
be fought, and I believe that
the first step to turning back
the tide is to realize that mu
sic worth having is music
worth paying for. For more
info,
visit
http://
_WWWCO£^Tght1gOVi___

OPPORTUNITIES
Calandar of Events for the City of Huntsville

Live Music
April 15 Annihilation Time &. The Pine Hill Paints
@ Flying Monkey Arts Center, Huntsville, AL
April 17 The Letters Organize, The Secret Lives
of Freemasons, Magazine Love, @ Flying Mon
key Arts Center, Huntsville, AL
April 22 Tasty Little Easter Treats: Peeps @ Fly
ing Monkey Arts Center @ Huntsville, AL

Theatre Events
April 14 Dead Sea Scrolls Exhibit @ Gulf Coast
Exploreum Mobile, AL
April 14 Sinners and Saints: The Women I Know
@ Flying Monkey Arts Center, Huntsville, AL
April 15-16 Madame Butterfly @ Renaissance
Theatre, Huntsville, AL
April 15-30 Love, Sex and the IRS @ Renais
sance Theatre Huntsville, AL

RODRIGUEZ from page 10
new publication soon.
New York radio station Power
105.1 FM will be awarding
Jay-Z the "Man of the Mil
lennium Award" for his chari
table work and community
efforts at the station's Power
Music Summit next week.

Top Ten Singles

Top Ten Movies
1. Sahara
2. Sin City
3. Fever Pitch
4. Guess Who
5. Beauty Shop
6. Robots
7. Miss Congeniality 2
8. The Pacifier
9. The Ring 2
10. The Upside of Anger

1- Candy Shop 50 Cent feat Olivia
~ 2. Hate It or Love It The Game feat 50 Cent
3. Since You Been Gone Kelly Clarkson
4. Obsession (No Es Amor) Frankie J feat Baby
Bash
5. Lonely Akon
6- Boulevard of Broken Dreams Green Day
7- Disco Inferno 50 Cent
8. Let Me Love You Mario
9- Rich Girl Gwen Stefani feat Eve
10. Caught Up Usher

armike 10
MOVIE TIMES
Times valid
on Thursdays only

Guess Who 12:451:45
3:10 4:30 5:35 7:15
8:00 9:45
Man of the House
4:009:10
Million Dollar Baby
12:45 7:00
Miss Congeniality 2
1:30 4:15 7:00 9:35
The Pacifier 12:30
2:45 5:00 7:15 9:45
Sahara 1:00 1:45 4:00
5:00 7:00 8:00 9:45

Mosl nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United States Air Force,
it's unlikely you II even spend it in the same state or country You'll have the opportunity to

Sin City 1:001:45 4:00
4:45 7:00 8:00 9:45

practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields in a variety of nursing environments. And
you'll feel a greater sense of shared responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually
lead your team. Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.

The Upside of Anger
1:45 4:25 7:15 10:00

AIRFORCE.COMfheaUhcare • 1-800-588-5260
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Unexpected Visitor
Enters Morton Hall
By Joseph Terrell
Editor-in-Chief

In responding to Carol Steelman's letter to the edi
tor, I would like to point out a few problems I have with
the information she provided. First of all, this is the first
time I have heard anything about paper distribution
problems for the Engineering Building. If I do not know
that a problem exists, there is nothing I can do about it.
In reference to her comment on summer issues, it seems
that she has made a spurious correlation between sum
mer issues and the money used to fund fall and spring
issues. We request our budget from the pub board on
an annual basis. This money covers fall and spring pub
lications: not summer issues. She should check her facts
before making such comments. If there is one thing we
don't do at the Exponent, it would be wasting money.
I want to make sure that every paper bin is filled on a
timely basis. To verify that there is indeed a distribution
problem of the degree of magnitude that she describes,
I will personally visit every distribution site this week
and for our last issue of the semester. If this problem
has existed all semester, I wonder why Ms. Steelman
has waited until now to inform us of the problem.
During a recent media writing workshop, organized
by Dr. Julie Ferris and conducted by Phil Gentry of Uni
versity Relations, an unexpected visitor walked into
Morton Hall room 238, asking for someone to speak
with. Who was this person? We do not know, but he
appeared to be a homeless individual, possibly a sub
stance abuser. Upon entering the room, he was persis
tent is stating that he wanted to talk to someone. Who?
He was not specific. Mr. Gentry politely asked him to
leave, and after repeating this request four to five times,
the man finally left the room. After leaving, the man
reappeared at the window, spouting curse words and a
few other unintelligible sounds that I presumed to be
curse words, finally walking away toward Sparkman
Drive.
What significance does this event have, if any? What
would we have done had the man turned violent on one
of the six of us present? Does this signify a problem?
Well, I must say that I was a bit fearful of the man's
intentions. For all I knew, he could have been conceal
ing a weapon. But I guess the overwhelming emotion I
remember feeling was sympathy. This is obviously some
one who has endured a rough life. He appeared to not
be thinking clearly, as was evident in his speech pat
terns, and we are pretty sure that he walked there, not
from the residence halls, but more than likely from the
underpass. What exactly does our government do for
people like him? Throw them in jail?That would be the
easy thing to do in the short term. But if we are serious
about solving the issue, we will invest the resources
necessary to give these people the help they need. The
same can be said about the majority of repeat drug/
illegal substance offenders. Is everyone a dealer? No.
Are the people who are addicted to these substances
criminals? No. They need help. Placing them in jail for
their addiction only surrounds them with negative in
fluences, which often amplifies the problem, creating
the "repeat-offender." For the money it takes to house
these people in jail, we could be sending these indi
viduals to comprehensive drug rehab programs.
Now let's revert back to the Morton Hall security
issue. Should students be worried and demand action
to be taken? No. Even if the administration decided to
install card-access entrances, would the resulting in
convenience be worth it? We come to a point where
we have to decide if living our lives under the facade of
'security' is worth the perceived feeling of security. The
truth is that any determined individual could gain ac
cess to any building on campus to achieve their objec
tives, malicious or not. I would not feel any safer, nor
would I care for the added inconvenience of getting my
card out and swiping it. I am willing to take my chances.
Bad things happen everywhere. Creating the illusion of
security in one place is only a distraction, not worth
sacrificing individual freedoms.
On a totally different subject, UAH played host to a
symposium on Stem Cell Research last Thursday. I,
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Editorial
LETTERS

Deadline for having letters of 300 words or less turned in is 2

to the Editor
Dear Editor:
Engineering Building
seems to always be the last
building to get the Exponent.
It is Tues. morning (April
12th) and we still don't have,
the issue that came out last
week. I have looked for an
Exponent in EB, Tech. Hall,
and Madison Hall -yet I still

p.m. on Friday. The Exponent reserves the right to edit all
materials submitted for publication.

haven't found a copy. I ven
tured on the website think
ing that I would find the
online Edition... No such luck.
The most current issue is that
from the 31st of March.
This has been going on
for quite awhile, every week
the delivery of the Exponent
for buildings other than the

Dear Suzy

UC has gotten later and later.
The Exponent is published
using student money, not just
the advertising fees you re
ceive. I think we deserve to
see our money being used
correctly. If you are having
all these Exponents pub
lished weekly, where are they
going? Are they being left

on a loading dock in the rain?
Are they being thrown
away? No wonder you aren't
going to be able to afford the
Summer issues, all the money
has already been wasted on
issues that don't make it to
the students.
Carol Steelman

The deadline for Dear Suzy letters is Sunday at midnight Letters should be sent to
uahdearsuzy@yahoo.com. Anonymity will be preserved in Dear Suzy letters. Suzy is a UAH
student and is not a licensed psychologist or therapist. Her advice is based on her own
experience and should never be taken as the advice of a physician or therapist. Her opinions
do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Exponent, staff members, or the University of
Alabama in Huntsville.

Dear Suzy,
What do you do for your
self when you are stressed
out especially since exams
are just around the comer. I
need to stop eating pints of
ice cream.:-)
Thanks,
Stressed-out

ing, I try to do something to
would help me distress or
calm down about upcoming
stuff. Eating ice cream may
help you, but don't make it a
habit to eat it every time you
are stressed. It can add
pounds on you in the end.

Dear Stressed-out,
When I get stressed out
about upcoming exams, I
make sure I take time out for
myself during the day to do
something I like to do. Being
exercising, reading a book,
watching TV, or even sleep

Dear Suzy,
How do you like your
eggs?
Thanks,
Retnuh yekrut
PS Please publish this!!!!
I need the 5 dollars! I made a
bet with my roommate that I

would be in next weeks issue.
But don't print this PS.
Thanks
Dear Retnuh yekrut,
I prefer them scrambled
with lots of cheese on them. I
especially like Waffle House's
eggs or my boyfriend's when
he is really nice to me.
PS I would like to have
40% of the bet.

Dear Suzy,
Describe yourself please.
I made a online profile, but I
need a sample paragraph to

describe myself to get me
started. Gimmi a good idea for
a surefire way for me to look
cool.
Thanks,
Milk Man
Dear Milk Man,
On the day I was born, the
nurses all gathered 'round
And they gazed in wide
wonder, at the joy they had
found
The head nurse spoke up,
and she said leave this one
alone
She could tell right away,
that I was bad to the bone

The Exponent is a student paper that is run by students for
students. The paper, published weekly, is under the advisement of
Dr. Mitch Berbrier. All UAH students are encouraged to submit
articles to the Exponent at any time throughout the semester.
Students interested in becoming a regular writer for the Exponent
can contact the Chief Editor, Joseph Terrell, via the contact
information listed above. The UAH Exponent office is located in
the University Center in Room 104, directly across from the SGA
office. Feel free to drop by and let us know what you think of the
paper!

The Exponent staff would like to thank
layout editor-in-training T. ,mmy
Wenslow-Smith for her assistance in
laying out this issue of the Exponent.
Tammy will be the new layout editor for
the Fall 2005 semester.
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Opinion
A Look into CNS: Part Two of Three
By John Bailey
After speaking with nu
merous current and former
employees I learned about a
number of internal CNS's
business practices. These
can generally be broken into
wasteful spending and poor
management.
CNS purchased two CD
duplication machines for
publishing their "Patches"
and "Fixlt"CDs. However,as
they never obtained an ap
propriate power supply, the
machine can only run at half
capacity.
The Helpdesk uses soft
ware called Tracklt to orga
nize the work orders they
make for support requests
from around the school. This
is the only function of the
software that is used. A cur
sory online search will reveal
that this software has many
more functions and is much
more expensive than other
alternatives, especially work
order systems that are open
source and, in some cases,
free. Additionally, Tracklt
software is Microsoft-only
"compatible" therefore it re
quires more expensive hard
ware and is only accessible
from remote locations that are
running Internet Explorer.

According to one former
employee, Tracklt also re
quires an expensive support
contract that must be re
newed on a yearly basis. In
order to run this underused
and resource intensive pro
gram, CNS purchased a multithousand dollar, rack-mountable, dual processor Dell
server. Cheap, Linux based
alternatives could easily run
on an old 1GHz machine
which, could be purchased
for under $400. One em
ployee has stated that the
server is justified as they
have it doing other things as
well.
Both emergency repair
parts and generic stockroom
supplies of CD-Rs and other
such computer office parts
are purchased at CompUSA.
This is almost certainly waste
ful - even if the University
does get a discount - as
CompUSA has some of the
highest prices on the market.
In addition to the waste
ful spending, there are num
ber of notable examples of
poor management. Almost all
Internet Service Providers
staff an employee that is on
duty, or at least on call, 24/7/
365 and therefore are able to
address outages and prob
lems as they occur. CNS has
no such system. Any prob

lems that occur after busi
ness hours must wait until the
next business day.
In general if you call any
typical technical support
number between noon and 1
p.m. you get an answer. This
is done by staggering em
ployees lunch breaks so that
there is always someone on
duty. The UAH helpdesk
does not do this. Call between
noon and 1 p.m. and you will
get a machine. You might get
a call back. I never did.
There is a lack of knowl
edge and coordination within
CNS. If a student calls and
asks about the status of a
problem, particular issue, or
even the network as a whole
they are generally told that
the helpdesk does not know
about such things. In the
event of something major i.e. a widespread network
outage - students might be
able to get the answer, "Yes,
we know it is down."... "Yes,
it is being worked on." ...
"No we do not have any idea
how long it will take or what
the problem is."
On a many occasions
CNS and ResNET have ap
peared either unresponsive
or negligent with regards to
the student body. What fol
lows are a few notable ex
amples.

Numerous current and
former employees have
stated they are/were in
structed to tell all students
with network problems to try
restarting their computer
then, if that fails, wait twentyfour hours and then, call back.
If the problem still exists then
they are to tell them that they
should bring their PC in for
inspection between 8-12 or 13. This changed as of Janu
ary 31 to 1-3 p.m. only as, according to the ResNET
website, this "will allow us to
continue to provide the level
of help you have become ac
customed to, while allowing
us to provide that level of
support to our administrative
computer users."
If a student says that they
have either tried already or are
certain that their computer is
not the problem then employ
ees are supposed to tell the
student to either do it again
or try it anyway. By neglect
ing potential informants that
encounter problems, CNS
creates the potential that a
network flaw could arise,
spread, and remain unfixed
for an extended period of
time; thus resulting^ stu
dents being unable to com
plete assignments and con
duct research.
Students residing in

NCRH might have noticed
that there have been numer
ous times since the begin
ning of fall semester that the
computer lab printer was out
of order. This was the result
of an incompatibility with the
new network setup. CNS was
notified each time and each
time come to fix it.Two differ
ent technicians that have
worked on the problem have
informed me that the re
peated breakdowns could
have been avoided if CNS had
configured certain systems
properly.
I have attended every
ResNET Advisory Commit
tee meeting that has not con
flicted with a class and have
heard time and again the same
concerns voiced by fellow
students. These generally
relate to either the slowness
or unreliability of internet ac
cess — for windows users the
Cisco URT client intention
ally interrupts all internet traf
fic on a regular basis. Before
the cap was raised from
105Kbits/s, a number of stu
dents informed John Stanton
and Roger Haley that the cap
was hindering and, in more
than half of the cases, pre
venting students from ac
cessing online homework
hosted off campus. The stu
dents were told that CNS

would uncap the sites if stu
dents would submit the urls
via email, as a verbal request
at the meeting was insuffi
cient.
On November third, I sub
mitted the urls of both the
chemistry and physics home
work websites with the addi
tional request that university
(.edu) and government (.gov)
sites be uncapped. The next
day Roger Haley replied "We
are working on uncapping
edugen.wiley.com
and
owl1.thompsonlearning.com.
Please give me a list of the
.gov sites you are interested
in. Making a blanket of all
.gov's might not be a good
idea from a security stand
point." The next day I replied
with a list of numerous .gov
and .mil (us military) sites that
could be of importance to
student's studies along with
a request for an explanation
of the dangers of US govern
ment websites.
Six days later, I emailed
Roger asking if he ever re
ceived my reply and what
progress had been made. He
responded that he had re
ceived it and that he had
passed the information on
but no decision had been
made. Until the recent modi
fications - around the begin-
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Panoply Arts Festival is Worth the Admission Fee
By Melissa Owen
The Panoply Arts Festi
val 2005 is April 22-24. Big
Spring Park will be filled with
painters, musicians, sculp
tors, funnel cake, and much
more. Panoply is an event
"tat is Huntsville's own. It is
311 event that is, for the most
Part, sponsored by the com
munity, funded by the com
munity, and for the commu

nity. It is our duty, no, our
privilege to be involved in
such an opportunity.
There have been changes
each year to Panoply from
food vendors to children's
activities. Ibis year there is
an addition that has some in
the community upset—an
admission fee. An admission
fee has been omitted for the
past 23 years, but, in its 24lh
year, the producers of
Panoply had to add a fee to

help with costs. As we all
know, nothing comes for free.
We should count it as a
blessing that for 23 years
there was a 3-day event that
was free for, well, at least
most of the festival goers.
The Panopass is the "pas
sage to the arts." An Ad
vance Weekend Panopass is
$15.00 and an Advance Day
Pass is $7.00. Day passes are
available at the gate for $8.00.
Have kids? Children under

12 get in free. Not only do
children under 12 get in free,
but the children's activities
are free. They have "maken-take" activities that they
can take home. Think about
it—if you get an advance
weekend pass, it's $5.00 a day
to listen to music, observe
paintings, sculptures, jew
elry, plays, dance, the works!
Some people have com
plained about Panoply's ad
mission fee because this is

the first year for it. Some are
asking themselves why they
should attend. Panoply of
fers a weekend of entertain
ment that is set up as fun for
people of all ages. By attend
ing Panoply, people support
a wide variety of local artists,
such as Ms. Johnnie's Blues
Band, SlipJig, Reginald Jack
son, and Rob Aldridge. They
also get to see touring artists
such as Pam Tillis, Chubby
Checker, and Ingram Hill.

People always say "There is
nothing to do in Huntsville."
Here is the chance to do some
thing in Huntsville! Eat cot
ton candy, gyros, pizza, and
churros! (And, hey, it's not
Panoply without funnel
cake!) Have a glass of lem
onade! Do something in
Huntsville April 22 - 24. Sup
port the arts and have fun at
the Panoply Arts Festival!

Do You Get This? Lingo From an Autistic Perspective
By Aaron Tanner
For the past couple of
I have written a
c°uple of pieces on Autism
Weeks,

pnd its devastating effects.
Ever heard afunny joke, a cute
PUn' or 3

great sarcastic re
mark? Many students can
Understand the message bemnd

these jokes, puns or sarmoments. Unfortunate,y. Autistic students typi-

castic

L

ly tlave

a very hard time

understanding anything that
is not literal, tone of voice,
social cues, gestures, or body
language. No, that is not "off
the hook," it is a real concern.
What humor many take for
granted, an Autistic student
must struggle a lot in order
to get a simple pun like "off
the hook" or "she's 'da
bomb," and will more than
likely get frustrated in the pro
cess. You may be thinking
Jessica Simpson or Pamela
Anderson, but an autistic

person is likely to think Timo
thy McVeigh or someone like
that wants to blow up the
place. Since I have noticed
students really like teasing
their brains with the cross
word puzzle, answer these
puns, expressions, sarcasms
and jokes from an autistic
person's point of view.
1. "My milkshake brings
all the boys to the yard....I
can teach you, but I have to
charge."
2. "He's pretty fly for a

white guy."
3. "The Tennessee Titans
season went down the drain
in a hurry last year."
4. "Uranus"
5. "Have you seen my
baseball?"
6. "Are you out of your
mind?"
7. "She's really smokin' in
that dress."
8. "It's raining cats and
dogs outside."
9. "Pot of Gold at the End
of the Rainbow."

10. "Fork in the Road."
11. "That is so phat."
12. In a sarcastic tone:
"Boy, you are really pressed
for time today."
13. "Stick to Your Guns."
14. "Boy. you eat like a
bird."
15. In a sarcastic tone:
"Great!"
16. "I've got the magic
stick; I know if I get it once,
I'll get it twice."
17. "Let's blow this place
up."

18. "Pop a wheelie."
19. "He's one tougl
cookie."
20. "Would you like somi
coke?"
These may be simple ex
pressions and puns for man>
but give it a try and answe
from an Autistic's point o
view. In fact, a lot of thesi
same lines new internationa
students may not under
stand, especially if English i
a second language. So kee;
that in mind as well.
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MISC.
Texas Instrument TI-89
Graphing Calculator Descrip
tion: Gently Used. $50 or best
offer. Contact Leslie at
leslie.puno-@redstcHie.amiv.mil
SIMS PC GAME: the starter
pack and the bonus Super
star pack. Gently Used 20.00/
game or best offer. Contact
Leslie
at
leslie.gruner@redtone.armv.mil
H.P desktop for sale. It in
cludes cd burner, 15 inch LCD
flat screen monitor, speakers,
keyboard, Windows Me, and
printer. $250 dollars. Call 7970900
Need a business suit after
graduation? Here's a great
deal: Men's Suits, Jackets,
Dress Pants (Like New) Suits
$40 ea (Reg $4-500) Dress
Pants $15 ea (Reg $50-60)
Sports Jackets $25 ea (Reg
$150-200) Mostly sized 44
Reg & 38 Waist. Call or e-mail
for exact sizes: (256) 721-1112
or clmontgo@knology.net
Privia 88-Key Digital Piano:
88-Key Scaled Hammer Ac
tion, 10 Tones, 30 Tunes
Memory storage for 10
downloadable songs, CS-55
Stand, Pedal Included. $400.
Call Morgan @ 205-567-1870
Poker Chip Set, includes 500
9g chips, two new decks of
cards, 5 dice, and a black car
rier that holds everything de
scribed. Asking 50$ Call 6584325)

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours
of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free)
fundraising
solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
today for a $450 bonus when
you schedule your non-sales
fundraiser
with
CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 9233238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
$600 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus 4 hours of
your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000$2,000 in earnings for your
group. Call TODAY for a
$600 bonus when you sched
ule your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Found outside ASB: Dangletype silver earring. Must be
able to identify. Call 721-3366
and ask for Melissa.
I had a black purse stolen,
Doony & Bourke. It was sto
len in the Wal-Mart parking
lot. It has lots of important
items in it. I am prepared to
offer between $500-$1,000 as
a reward for its return and the
items it contained. Please
email
me
at
fordt@email.uah.edu with
any information about it.

LIKE NEW Rollerblade Inline
Skates. 15 pairs sizes 10.512.5. $100 o.b.o. takes all.
(256)682-5476.

Classifieds
Perfection

Crossword 101
By Ed Canty

Across
1 Range
5 Flavorful herb
10 Baby's first word, perhaps
14 Turkish title
15 Make merry
16 Japanese sashes
17 Vegas sight
18 Card players idea
of perfection
20 Its beak holds more
than its belly-can?
22 Loaded
23 Slaughter of diamond fame
24 Barbara & Clara lead in
25 Creature from outer space
27 Eye infection
28 Muscle spasm
32 Cram
33 Neckwear
34 Holy terror
4 Daytime performance
35 Yoko
5 French city
36 Back away
6 Broadway light
38 JFK inits.
7 Collegiate league
39 Unskilled
8 St. Lawrence
41 School of thought
42 Disregard my cancellation 9 Actress DeGeneres
10 Bucks
43 Spiner of Startrek
11 Border
44 High mountain
45 Sierra Nevada resort area 12 Ice cream holder
13 Pale
46 Glistened
19 Rich person
48 Victor Borge was one
21 Jailbird
49 Sociable person
24 Free from live bacteria
52 I-beams
55 Actor's idea of perfection 25 Used at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki
57 Figure skating jump
26 Hermit, e.g.
58 Blueprint
27 Pose
59 Actor Kline
29 Student's idea
60 Actress Turner
of perfection
61 Classify
30 San
. CA
62 Common contraction
63 Fog and smoke particles 31 Home is the place for this
33 Fax machines need one
Ppwn
34 Dodge truck
1 Coarse file
36 Longtime CBS anchor
2 Make eyes at
37 Clairvoyant initials
3 A duffer's idea of
40 New York minute
perfection

42 Birkenstocks
44 Reply
45 Seafarer
47 Japanese port
48 "I
think so"
49 Millers need
50 Capital city near
Lillehammer
51 Simba's uncle
52 Wide smile
53 One-time divorce capital
54 Smelting residue
56 NYC St. crosser

By GFR Associates • » « Visit our web site at www.gTrpu/zles.com

IN THE LAST EPISODE THE AH ENS
TRIED TO ACCESS THEIR PERSONAL
DATABASE OF MANKIND KNOWLEDGE.
AFTER A SHORT MOMENT OF TECHNICAL
INCOMPATIBILITY. THEY FOUND A SOLUTION.

SO ?
HOW LONG AM / SUPPOSED
TO WAIT?

GOT RR? FRE OPENED THE
DATABASE... WHAT APE WE LOOKING
FOR ?
>

AH. FINALLY? OK.

"BATMAN".- "BINGCR~.~BRA
WHAT THE-.

—ISNY THERE A
LIST WE CAN LOOK AT?

-.WHAT THE HELL
ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

NOT ONLY YOURE AN IDIOT. YOU
ARE AN AN ALPHABET TOO ? „

THEH OPEN IT UP. FOOL?
WERE WASTING TIME?

THAT'S IT ?.' THAT'S ALL WE GOT S
FOR"B"? — YOU RE A"BUFFOOTT?
-ADO IT TO THE LIST SINCE WERE AT TT-

